
I was welcomed by big smiles like the sun of San Diego and warm hugs. My heart 

was full of delight in meeting everyone – lovable children, their families and 

awesome board members. Mom’s night with warmth, laughs and tears were 

emotionally stirring. Especially experienced mom’s words penetrated my heart. 

New knowledge presented by specialists and fun time at San Diego Zoo were, no 

doubt, valuable. And when I imagined the time and labor which might have been 

consumed to arrange WAGR Weekend, I was fraught with great emotion. I got a 

happy feeling just from being there with friends who went the same WAGR road. 

 

 There is a regret that I couldn’t communicate with many families as I wished to. 

The cause of that is not only the problem of a language barrier. I think I was afraid 

that my questions which might let them recall boring realities might be inappropriate 

in that pleasant atmosphere. Then I withdrew most of my word and thought. But 

now, anyway, I simply hope to get to know lovable children and to get close to their 

families much more. I have a feeling that next WAGR Weekend will become 

different from this time’s for me. I will make a plan for next WAGR Weekend soon! 

 

 How was Iori doing? He had good time at his own pace as usual. He enjoyed 

American style tasty meals to get his face dirty with jams and source. He asked me 

to sing songs or hug when he needed. And we were shocked to find that Iori lost 

one of his shoes somewhere. Probably he threw away it because he was bored in 

the stroller. No matter where Iori is, he is nothing more than Iori! 

 

 At the mention of me, I was needed to change some plans in my life after Iori was 

diagnosed as WAGR. There was such a day that I cried for vexation. On the other 

hand, he enabled me to meet with wonderful families of IWSA. He also gave me a 

chance that I was involved JWSA, which was established by Kamimura family after 

they attended WAGR Weekend in 2012. Now, I’m sure that this life is also precious 

for me. The experience of WAGR Weekend convinced me of that thought.   

 

 I am very grateful to every people who were engaged in this WAGR Weekend and 

all IWSA families. We were really helped by numerous financial supports. I also 

appreciate pioneers who have built up IWSA and WAGR Weekend till today. I’m 

looking forward to meeting more families in future! 

 

 Madoka Hasegawa (mom to Iori. 3 years old at September) from Japan 


